Now a day the increase in the quality of images is becoming need of the multimedia applications. The quality of the image can be improved by increasing the resolution. There is a limitation for the spatial resolution of an image captured by any present image acquisition device. The increase in the optical resolution is having problem of shot noise due to smaller size of the sensors. Super Resolution (SR) deals with combining low resolution images of same scene with additional information in each to get higher resolution image. Due to this, we need not have a high resolution device for acquisition of an image. We present an overview of existing SR methods and address the motion estimation and optical blur methods of super resolution to achieve high quality imaging with different optical zoom of low resolution camera. The quality of images is significantly improved and high resolution imaging is achieved. These techniques are highly computational; but provide very good visual quality of images.
Introduction
The images captured by low resolution (LR) camera must have different information from each other. Then only Super Resolution (SR) Techniques can be used to improve quality of LR images. Uniform and non-uniform sampling theorems are used by SR Methods which can not add information to the LR images [1] . There are also learning SR methods that create new information based on generative models [2] . Most of the multimedia applications demand SR techniques. Now a day these techniques are playing significant role in almost all the areas viz. medical applications, satellite applications and telecommunications etc. Different applications have different requirements as per quality is concerned whereas computational complexity is also a important parameter to be considered in the SR techniques. The improvement in quality is totally based methods used and different methods may have different implementation complexities which may be affected programming language used and availability of libraries. Some time linear or bilinear interpolation can provide better quality of images than some SR techniques. So visual quality, implementation complexities and nature of images are compromise in the selection of methods
Review of Research work
In Most of SR implementations, quality of SR image is compared with a bilinear interpolated image as bilinear interpolation is easy way to achieve HR. But SR techniques are model specific i.e. how SR problem is modeled to get high quality image. The most commonly used parameters to model problems are optical blur, motion blur either motion of object or camera, different transformations applied before taking images. In 1984, Tsai and Huang [5] were proposed a frequency domain approach to reconstruction of a high resolution image from a sequence of undersampled low resolution, noise-free images. Kim et al. suggested an algorithm for super-resolution images from noisy and blurred images [6] . Most of time, few parameters are considered to model SR problem. So that the implementation technique is simplified and it achieves lesser computational complexity and provides higher performance. Along with subjective criterion objective criteria like peak signal-to noise ratio (PSNR) and mean square error (MSE) of super-resolved images versus interpolated images have been considered for comparison.
Model Design
Observation model is to be developed for reconstruction of super resolution image. The model is formulated based on constraints applied to get LR images. This model provides the information related to LR image which is generated from original HR image. In this paper, we considered the motion blur [3] and zoom [4] as two parameters to develop observation model to define SR imaging problem. The same technique is extended to video sequence also. The images are taken by LR video camera which has motion blur. These images can be modeled using above model and provide very good efficiency to apply SR methods. The Block Schematic is given in Figure 2 . 
Motion Blur Model:

Model based on Zoom using Digital Camera
Figure 3: Block Schematic for optical zoom technique of Super resolution
This is one of the restoration techniques. Actually Super resolution consists of three steps as registration, up sampling and restoration. Here images are taken by digital camera with different optical zoom and arranged using scheme shown in Figure 3 . The block at center has highest resolution and outer with lesser optical zoom. These images except center block images are decimated by 2 and interpolated and then SR methods are applied. The different techniques of restoration are applied on this structure to achieve high resolution image. The methods are linear, bilinear and successive bilinear interpolation as well wiener filter. Table 1 and Table 2 show the comparison between motion blur and zoom technique based on restoration methods used for super resolution. Motion Blur:
Results and Discussions
The motion blur in images provides the extra information for SR techniques. Result after application of motion blur algorithms is shown in Figure 4 . 
Optical Zoom
The results are shown in Figure 5 . The most zoomed image is placed at center as it is, while less zoomed image blocks are on periphery. We applied restoration methods as successive bilinear interpolation and followed by successive averaging filter.The result is not so promising but still it is very good based on MSE and PSNR. 
Future Work
These methods are based on the primarily still images or already stored video sequences. We can extend to model a reallife continuous scene with a single HR image. These two methods are not sufficient to SR algorithms; we need to implement other techniques with non-uniform grid and other restoration methods.
